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BH RECORDS AND MARIELLE TENGSTRÖM ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE OF THE NEW 
SINGLE “MAKE ME BLEED” FROM MARIELLE! FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Stockholm, Sweden-BH Records and Marielle Tengström are happy to announce the release of 
the highly anticipated single from metal singer, solo artist and TV-host Marielle.
Make Me Bleed is available on most digital platforms on September 13, 2019.

Make Me Bleed is the third single by Marielle and a follow-up to the highly appreciated track 
”Echoes” that was released in May this year. It is written by Alexander Steinmarck and the artist 
herself. The sound could be described as modern metal combined with big powerful vocals that 
take influence from the big 80’s and 90’s hard rock acts, but also a bit from the modern pop genre.

Marielle is a Stockholm based metal singer and TV-
host, and one of the very few women in the metal 
scene who’s pursuing a solo career. Marielle is one of 
the public faces (and only woman) of the Metal 
Casino brand, together with ambassadors such 
as Ozzy Osbourne, Gary Holt and Scott Ian.
She is running and hosting the weekly gambling- & 
metal-show Metal Casino Live together with Janne 
Innanfors, radio host at Rockklassiker - Swedens 
biggest radio station. Artists like Ryan Roxie (Alice 
Cooper) have co-hosted her along the way. She was 
also a tv-host on Swedish Channel Fox and Channel 
14.

”She has done it again! I’m super happy about how great this new track turned out and how 
easy the whole process has been, but it’s no wonder when you’re working with such a 
professional as Marielle”
- Tim Emanuel Schärdin (Producer, A&R)

”We have worked together with Marielle for al-most two years now, and I couldn’t be more 
proud of what we’ve accomplished so far! She is always determined and have a very good 
view of how a good song is written.
- Alexander Steinmarck (Songwriter, Producer,A&R)

>> Shows: <<
2019.11.15 Harry B James, Stockholm
2019.12.25 Pub Anchor, Stockholm
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For more information, promo requests, or to arrange an interview, contact:
Tim Emanuel Schärdin Alexander Stenmarck
tim@bhrecords.se alex@bhrecords.se
+4670 814 87 58 +4670 416 44 34

Find Marielle online:
Website: https://www.marielletengstrom.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/marielletengstromofficial/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/marielletengstrom/

Electronic Press Kit: https://www.marielletengstrom.com/epk
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